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Protein molecules often undergo conformational
changes. In order to gain insights into the forces
that drive such changes, it would be useful to have
a method that computes the per-residue con-
tributions to the conversion free energy. Here, we
describe the ‘‘confine-convert-release’’ (CCR) me-
thod, which is applicable to large conformational
changes. We show that CCR correctly predicts the
stable states of several ‘‘chameleon’’ sequences
that have previously been challenging for molecular
simulations. CCR can often discriminate better from
worse predictions of native protein models in critical
assessment of protein structure prediction (CASP).
We show how the total conversion free energies
can be parsed into per-residue free-energy compo-
nents. Such parsing gives insights into which amino
acids are most responsible for given transforma-
tions. For example, here we are able to ‘‘reverse-
engineer’’ the known design principles of the
chameleon proteins. This opens up the possibility
for systematic improvements in structure-prediction
scoring functions, in the design of protein conforma-
tional switches, and in interpreting protein mecha-
nisms at the amino-acid level.
INTRODUCTION
It is often useful to know the relative stabilities of two different
conformations, A versus B, of a protein molecule. We call this
the ‘‘conversion free energy’’: DG = GB  GA. Also useful is to
know the contributions to those stability differences that are
made by the individual amino acids. Such a method could
help address questions such as: (1) which amino acids are
most responsible for allosteric or conformational change from
A to B? (2) Which amino acids most strongly determine the
transition state in an enzyme mechanism? (3) If you have a
computational model that mispredicts a target structure, which
amino-acid sites are the biggest sources of prediction error?
Knowledge of this type could be useful for refining protein-struc-
ture-prediction algorithms. (4) If you want to design a protein168 Structure 22, 168–175, January 7, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Ltd All rigconformational switch, which amino acids are most controlling
of the switching behavior? These applications could be
advanced considerably by a computer method that begins
with knowledge of the structures A and B, computes the con-
version free energy, and then parses that free energy into
approximate component free energies from individual amino
acids or secondary structures.
To date, such a tool has not been available because (1)
such computations are quite expensive, (2) it is not clear that
molecular simulation force fields would be sufficiently accurate,
and (3) because ‘‘per-residue’’ free energy quantities are fraught
with nonadditivities (Dill, 1997; Mark and van Gunsteren, 1994).
One widely explored strategy is to use molecular dynamics
simulations along some putative reaction coordinate pathway
from conformation A to B (Cheng et al., 2006; Chipot et al.,
2007; Dellago et al., 2002; E et al., 2007; Elber, 2005; Haas
and Chu, 2009; Hamelberg et al., 2004; J’onsson et al., 1998;
West et al., 2007). The free energy along this reaction coordinate
can then be determined using methods such as umbrella sam-
pling (Mascarenhas and Ka¨stner, 2013; Torrie and Valleau,
1977) and the weighted histogram analysis method (WHAM)
(Kumar et al., 1992). However, such approaches have limitations.
First, it is necessary to know an efficient reaction pathway from A
to B. If conformations A and B are quite different, then it can be
challenging to find such paths. Second, these methods are
computationally slow. To get an accurate estimate of the total
free energy difference DG = GB  GA requires accurate determi-
nations of many small free energy differences A/ 1/ 2 . . ./
B, and each step requires substantial amounts of sampling.
Third, large errors can accumulate along the pathway as a sum
of errors along the steps. Even so, some groups have success-
fully calculated protein conformational free energies (Cecchini
et al., 2009; Christ and van Gunsteren, 2007; Ovchinnikov
et al., 2013; Park et al., 2008; Shell, 2010; Spichty et al., 2010;
Strajbl et al., 2000; Tyka et al., 2006; Ytreberg et al., 2006; Ytre-
berg and Zuckerman, 2006; Zheng et al., 2008).
Some strategies for computing a conversion free energy do
not require knowing a pathway from A to B. Examples include
the reference system method (Ytreberg and Zuckerman, 2006),
deactivated morphing (Park et al., 2008), enveloping distribution
sampling (Christ and van Gunsteren, 2007), and the confinement
method (Cecchini et al., 2009; Ovchinnikov et al., 2013; Tyka
et al., 2006).
Our approach follows from the confinement method of
Tyka et al. (2006) and Cecchini et al. (2009), from thehts reserved
Figure 1. Graphical Representation of the Thermodynamic Cycle
Employed in the Confine-Convert-Release Method
Structure
Per-Residue Contributions to the Free Energy‘‘confine-and-release’’ method for computing binding affinities
(Mobley et al., 2006, 2007), and from related methods (Lybrand
et al., 1986; Strajbl et al., 2000; Woo and Roux, 2005). To distin-
guish between the different confinement methods used recently,
we call the present method confine-convert-release (CCR),
named after the three steps of its thermodynamic cycle shown
in Figure 1, described briefly below and in more detail in Supple-
mental Information (available online).
Confine
Conformational state A of the protein is an ensemble that de-
scribes the thermal motions of the molecule in macrostate A.
Our first computational step is to impose restraints that restrict
the ensemble of A to a reference state, A*, which is much
‘‘tighter,’’ nearly a single microstate. We do this by applying
positional harmonic restraints in a series of molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations.
Convert
We then convert conformation A* to conformation B*, a highly
restricted version of the ensemble of the B macrostate. We
compute the free energy of the conversion step between A*
and B* using either normal-mode analysis (Brooks and Karplus,
1983; Case, 1994) or the quasi-harmonic method (Karplus and
Kushick, 1981; Levy et al., 1984). Because both A* and B* are
highly restrained in this transformation, the normal-mode
method gives an accurate measure of the free energy difference
between them. And, because there is little remaining conforma-
tional entropy in the ensembles A* and B*, this conversion free
energy is mostly an enthalpy.
Release
Then, we release the restraints on the restricted state B*, allow-
ing it to become the broader ensemble, macrostate B.We do this
by gradually decreasing the positional harmonic restraints in a
series of MD simulations.Structure 22, 16This approach has been previously validated on small model
peptides (Cecchini et al., 2009; Tyka et al., 2006). Here, we do
two things. First, we validate the CCR method on substantially
larger proteins and larger conformational changes. We show
that it gives correct conversion free energies across a spectrum
of challenging problems. Second, we introduce modification in
the CONVERT step that allows us to parse the full conversion
free energies, DG, into per-residue conversion free-energy com-
ponents using the same thermodynamic cycle.
RESULTS
Validating the CCR Method on Various Conformational
Changes
Consistency Checks Using a Prior Test on a 16-mer
b-Hairpin from Protein G
We verified that our implementation of the CCR method
produces results similar to those previously reported in the liter-
ature. The method has been applied to a 16-amino-acid
b-hairpin from protein G, known as BHP (Cecchini et al., 2009).
We calculated the free energy difference between the native
conformation (called bhp1, which has a two-stranded b sheet)
and a nonnative conformation (called bhp3, which has a three-
stranded b sheet). Our calculation shows that bhp1 is more
stable by 1.7 kcal/mol, which is consistent with 200 ms equilib-
rium molecular dynamics simulations showing that bhp1 is
favored by 1.8 kcal/mol, also in agreement with previous calcu-
lations (Cecchini et al., 2009).
CCR Can Often Distinguish CASP-Model Predictions
from True Native Structures
Next, we looked at six target proteins from the CASP9 experi-
ment (Moult et al., 2011). For each target, we examined up to
five submittedmodels. We computed the conversion free energy
between the experimental native structure and the best model.
As is common in the critical assessment of protein structure
prediction (CASP) experiment, we assess our results in terms
of global distance test total score (GDT-TS) (Zemla, 2003), which
is a Ca-based measure of structural accuracy. It can be
understood roughly as the percentage of residues that are
correctly positioned in the model (range 0–100, higher is better).
In five out of six cases, the CCR method assigns a lower free
energy to the experimentally determined structure than to any
of the model submissions (see Figure S1 and Table S1 for
details). This is simply a basic consistency check; other dis-
criminators can also successfully tell native structures from
computer-generated models (Sheffler and Baker, 2009; Zhou
and Zhou, 2002).
CCR Can Correctly Rank-Order the CASP Models
Submitted from a Given Prediction Team
We tested whether the CCR method can correctly rank-order
different putative native structures predicted using a single
CASP team’s prediction algorithm. We examined three targets:
T0559, T0560, and T0540 (see Table S2 for details regarding
CASP targets, corresponding Protein Data Bank Identifier, and
description of proteins used in this study).
In CASP9, the best predictor group for the 69-amino-acid
target protein T0559 was ‘‘BAKER-ROSETTASERVER.’’ We
excluded two models that were very similar to other models
that we did include. We find that our CCR method correctly8–175, January 7, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 169
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Figure 2. TheConfine-Convert-ReleaseMethodRanksCorrectly the
Native Structure and Models from CASP Experiments
(A) Ranking of native structure and the three predicted models from BAKER-
ROSETTASERVER for CASP target T0559. The backbone regions of the
predicted structures that differ substantially from the experimental structures
upon superposition are colored brown. The corresponding GDT-TS scores
and root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) values are also plotted along with
free energy values.
(B) Rank ordering of the native structure and twomodels submitted by different
prediction groups for CASP target T0540.
Structure
Per-Residue Contributions to the Free Energyrank-orders the remaining three models submitted for this target
(Figure 2A). In comparison, the order of submitted models 3
and 5 was incorrectly predicted during CASP experiments
(Figure 2A).
We performed a similar calculation for target T0560 comparing
twomodels from the group called ‘‘Splicer.’’ The remaining three170 Structure 22, 168–175, January 7, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Ltd All rigmodels were discarded, as they were too similar to the rest of
the models. Again, the CCR free-energy calculation correctly
identifies the native state and gives rankings that agrees well
with CASP’s GDT-TS scores (Figure S2).
Finally, we used the free energies calculated using CCR
method to compare models for target T0540 that were produced
by different prediction groups. We compared the best models
from groups ‘‘LTB’’ (model 1) and ‘‘Mufold’’ (model 2). Again,
we find that the CCR-based free energies rank order the models
in good correlation with the GDT-TS based score (Figure 2B).
CCR Can Be Useful for Quality Assessment in CASP
A part of the CASP experiment entails the quality assessment
(QA) of predictors’ models (Kryshtafovych et al., 2011). Pre-
dictors are asked to produce an overall score (called QMODE1)
for each model on a scale from 0 to 1, with higher values corre-
sponding to better models (Kryshtafovych et al., 2011). Many of
the groups use consensus strategies in such experiments. Here,
we chose two computer-generated models from CASP target
T0538, where the top-performing group ‘‘MUFOLD-WQA’’
(Wang et al., 2011) failed to identify the best model. We exam-
ined two models. One was from ‘‘PconsR’’ (GDT-TS = 96), which
MUFOLD-WQA gave a QMODE1 = 0.54. The second model was
from ‘‘MULTICOM-NOVEL’’ (GDT-TS = 83); it is a poorer model,
but MUFOLD-WQA assigned it a higher QMODE1 = 0.59. The
CCR method gave a conversion free energy that favored
the PconsR model by 3.9 kcal/mol, which correctly identified
the more accurate model. Although consensus methods are
often very effective, they can miss good predictions that are
nonconsensus, i.e., that are found by only a few methods. At
least in this case, the confinement method captures a structure
that was otherwise missed.
CCR Can Predict the Conformational Preferences of
‘‘Chameleon’’ Sequences
We tested the ability of the CCR method to calculate the con-
version free energies of a series of chameleon sequences from
Alexander et al. (Alexander et al., 2007, 2009; Bryan and Orban,
2010; He et al., 2008, 2012). These are pairs of highly similar
sequences that fold into remarkably different structures. They
have designed a protein-G-like sequence of 56 residues that is
marginally stable in one of two possible folds. By mutating key
residues in this sequence, they are able to stabilize one fold or
the other (see Figure S3). We refer to the 4b + a structure as
the b conformation and the 3a structure as the a conformation.
We denote sequences that prefer the a fold as GA and se-
quences that prefer b as GB. One pair of sequences (GA88/
GB88) is 88% identical in sequence, differing at seven positions.
Another pair (GA95/GB95) is 95% identical, differing at three
positions. Accurately predicting the structural preferences of
such similar sequences has posed a challenge for computational
methods (Allison et al., 2011).
The CCR method identifies the correct structure, a versus
b, for all four sequences. (See Figure S3 for conversion free
energy values. For that purpose, we compared two different
computer-generated models for each sequence, not simulation
to experiment. One model is based on the a structure and the
other on the b. See Supplemental Information for details on
the modeling procedure.) And, there is indirect evidence that
the magnitudes are reasonable. From experiments, it is ex-
pected that the free-energy differences between a and b musthts reserved
Figure 3. Per-Residue Conversion Free Energies for the a and b
Conformations of the GA95 and GB95 Sequences
Residues colored in blue favor the a structure; residues in red favor the b
structure; and white residues have no preference. The residues mutated
between GA95 and GB95 are shown as space filling.
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with this, our calculated free energy differences range from
around 3.5 to 5.0 kcal/mol. In a more recent study (He et al.,
2012), the amino acid residue at position 45 (Tyr for b and Leu
for a) was found to be important for switching between a and b
conformations. This inspired us to introduce another mutation
at this position, Y45A, which we refer to as GA98. Our calcula-
tions predicted that this mutation shifts the equilibrium to the a
conformation, which is now more stable than the b by 3.8 kcal/
mol. Although this result has not yet been confirmed experimen-
tally, it is consistent with the previously observed effect of Y45L
(He et al., 2012).
CCR Can Parse A/ BConversion Free Energies into Its
Per-Residue Components
So far, we have described how the CCR method computes the
total conversion free energy DG between two conformations, A
and B. Now, we describe how we parse DG into component
amino-acid-level per-residue free energies (PRFEs). In general,
total protein free energies can rarely be parsed into additive
component free energies (Dill, 1997; Mark and van Gunsteren,
1994). Nonadditivities can typically be large. However, the
CCR framework enables an approach to minimizing nonadditiv-
ities, allowing us to parse the total free energy into components.
Here’s a brief summary; more detail is given in Supplemental
Information. First, the steps for confinement (AA*) and release
(BB*) are small conformational changes; they are just restrictions
of the ensembles A and B to their mean values, so they are
dominated by local interactions. Second, the corresponding
free energy changes, DGAA* and DGBB*, are obtained by thermo-
dynamic integration of small steps along the corresponding
pathways, A / A* and B / B*. Each such pathway step is
sufficiently small that it is given exactly in Taylor expansion as
a sum of per-residue terms (Tyka et al., 2006). And third, even
though the conformational transition A*/ B* can be arbitrarily
large, it is essentially between two microstates (highly con-
strained), so there is nearly zero conformational entropy change,
DSA*B* y 0. Hence DGA*B* y DHA*B*. Such enthalpies are
component wise decomposable. (This is only approximate,
and not exact, for two reasons. First, we do not include the
residual conformational entropy from the normal mode or quasi-
harmonic steps. However, we show in the Supplemental Infor-
mation that these entropies are small. Second, we do not include
solvent entropies. For implicit-solvent modeling, such as we
use here, solvation free energies are predominantly contact
enthalpies because they are potentials of mean force that are
averaged over solvent freedom.) Below, we show that such
per-residue conversion free energies give useful insights for
identifying the driving forces in chameleon proteins and for
finding errors in CASP models.
CCR PRFEs Give Insights into What Drives the
Conformational Switching in Chameleon Proteins
Here, we use the computed per-residue conversion free en-
ergies to shed light on the chameleon sequences of Alexander
et al. and He et al. (Alexander et al., 2007, 2009; Bryan and
Orban, 2010; He et al., 2008, 2012). The PRFEs, DDG(b  a),
are shown in Figures 3 and 4.
Why does GA95 (which contains L20, I30, and L45) favor the a
structure, while GB95 (which contains A20, F30, and Y45) favorsStructure 22, 16the b structure? The top left of Figure 3 shows the GA sequence
put into the a structure. The top right shows the GA sequence
put into the b structure. The bottom two figures show the GB
sequence put into each of the two possible structures. First,
look at the top row. Why does the L20-I30-L45 sequence prefer
the top left structure over the top right structure? In short, L20,
which is hydrophobic, is buried in a hydrophobic core in the
GA structure, but it is exposed to solvent when the chain is
configured in the GB structure. Why does the A20-F30-Y45
sequence prefer the bottom-right structure over the bottom-
left structure? In short, F30, which is hydrophobic, is buried in
a hydrophobic core in the GB structure, but it is exposed to
solvent when the chain is configured in the GA structure. Also,
Y45 forms a hydrogen bond with D47 in the b structure. (Inter-
estingly, residue A20 favors the a structure, but only weakly,
so it is not sufficient to drive GB to GA.) In addition to the direct
effects of mutations, there are also indirect effects due to small
perturbations in the environment around the mutations. For
example, the L20A mutation causes a slight repacking around
residue 20. This causes large changes in the PRFEs of nearby
residue A26.8–175, January 7, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 171
Figure 4. Per-Residue Free Energy Calculations Reveal Alternating
Preferences of the Individual Secondary Structures
Upper: residues favoring the either the a or b structure form a stable core in the
corresponding structure. Each residue is colored identically in the two struc-
tures according to the per-residue free energies (PRFEs) shown in the middle
panel. Middle: PRFEs reveal regions of the sequence that favor the a or b
structure.
Lower: the PRFEs can largely be traced back to the source (either GA30 or
GB30) of the amino acid at each position. All plots are smoothed with a six-
residue running average.
Structure
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besides those at the three mutation sites, support either the
structure GA or GB. First, we find that most of the residues in
the region 1–8 stabilize the b structure. This is because they
are hydrophobic and the GB structure provides them with a
locally well-packed hydrophobic environment. In contrast, resi-
dues 1–8 would be in a random coil in the GA structure. This
effect is most prominent in case of L7 (see Figure S4 for PRFE
preferences). In addition, residue A26 is a big driver toward the
GB fold. A26 is part of well-packed hydrophobic core in the b
fold but is solvent exposed in the a fold. Some other residues
support the GA fold. For example, Q11 stabilizes the a fold by172 Structure 22, 168–175, January 7, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Ltd All rigforming a hydrogen bond with E15. The residue that most
strongly drives toward the GA fold is I49, because it is part of
the hydrophobic core in the a fold but is solvent exposed in the
b fold. These points are illustrated in more detail in Figure S5.
Figure 4 makes two interesting points; namely, that these
chameleon sequences have alternating runs of preferences for
a, then b, etc., and that our CCR calculations are able to
‘‘reverse-engineer’’ the information that was used to design the
original sequences in the first place. Alexander et al. (Alexander
et al., 2007) used an iterative approach and relied on previous
experiments that used random mutagenesis to design these
two heteromorphic pairs. On the other hand, our calculations
can rationalize such approach. The middle panel of Figure 4
shows a smooth version of the computed per-residue conver-
sion free energy, DDG(b  a) relative to the GA95 sequence
(see Figure S4 for raw peaks). The red regions are parts of the
sequence that favor b and the blue regions favor a. In these
chameleon molecules, each of the five secondary structure
sequences mostly favors either a or b structure monolithically,
without ambiguity. The bottom panel shows the patterns that
Alexander et al. used to develop the chameleon sequences.
They took stretches of chain as binary mixtures from GA30 and
GB30 (Alexander et al., 2007). That is, at each position, there
are at most two possible amino acids, rather than 20, coming
from either GA30 or GB30. Our bottom panel of Figure 4 shows
a running average of the origin of the amino acid at each position.
Comparison of the middle and bottom panels of Figure 4 shows
that our CCR free energies reflect the design origins of the
chameleon sequences. Hence, we believe that the CCR free-
energy method may also be useful for reflecting the energetic
tendencies and origins of amino acids in proteins.
Our results show, at least for these chameleon proteins, that
the overall net stability of a structure is very small, but it results
from quite strong preferences of a few individual amino acids
to be in one conformation or the other. Hence, for these and
possibly other switch-like proteins, only a handful of amino acids
can control a protein’s conformation.
The PRFE Reports Conformational Driving Forces
Our per-residue conversion free energies are also useful for
diagnosing which residues are most responsible for conforma-
tional differences. Here, we compare the best computer model
prediction for the native structure of CASP target T0569 (from
the ‘‘Mufold’’ group, having GDT-TS = 78) versus the experi-
mental nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) structure. Our result
using the CCR method predicts that the experimental structure
is more stable by 20 kcal/mol. It predicts that the two hydro-
phobic residues V59 and I61 are destabilizing in the CASP
model relative to the experimental structure (Figure 5). Figure 5B
shows that the side chains of these hydrophobic residues are
oriented toward the protein hydrophobic core in the native
NMR structure but are oriented toward the exterior of the protein,
exposing them to solvent, in the model. These residues are part
of a b sheet in the experimental structure, but because of their
side-chain orientation, the corresponding b sheet becomes
disordered in the predicted model (Figures 5 and S6). There is
also a large difference around K76, which forms a salt bridge
with D11 in the predicted model, but not in the experimental
structure. This suggests that salt-bridge interactions are too
favorable for the combination of force field and implicit solventhts reserved
AB
Figure 5. Per-Residue Free Energy between the Experimental NMR
Structure and the Best Prediction for CASP Target T0569
(A) The amino-acid residues that are colored in deep red and deep blue
stabilizes the NMR structure and the prediction, respectively; the residues with
light-blue color do not have a strong preference.
(B) Key differences between the two structures as predicted by PRFE. The side
chains of hydrophobic residues V59 and I61 are well packed and oriented
towards the hydrophobic core in in the experimental structure (left), but they
are exposed to the solvent in the computer-generated model (right). A salt
bridge between K76 and D11 stabilizes the computer-generated structure.
Structure
Per-Residue Contributions to the Free Energymodel we use, which has been a problem noted in the past (Roe
et al., 2007).
Not all CCR Predictions Are Correct
Despite the successes we observe in most cases we have
studied, there are also some failures, especially for pairs of struc-
tures A and B having very similar GDT-TS scores. One example
is target T0538, where we compared the experimental structure
with three models (model 1: ‘‘PconsR’’—GDT-TS = 96; model 2:
‘‘Shell’’—GDT-TS = 90; model 3: ‘‘FOLDIT’’—GDT-TS = 86). In
this case, the CCR method incorrectly predicts that computer
model 1 ismore stable than the crystal structure (see Figure S7A).
PRFE calculations (not shown) show that despite only small
variations at the backbone level, the side chains are oriented in
very different ways (see Figure S7B), giving rise to large differ-
ences in the stabilization of certain residues. In particular,
some of the differences arise from different salt-bridge patterns
and certain flexible polar residues exposed to the surface. ThisStructure 22, 16unexpected result shows that the CCR method is very sensitive
to local interactions (including side-chain reorientation) and may
indicate issues with the force field and implicit-solvent models
used in our calculations.
DISCUSSION
We have described a computational method called confine-
convert-release for computing the difference free energy be-
tween two conformational ensembles. We showed that the
conversion free energy can be calculated on proteins of up to
around 100 residues, even for large conformational changes;
that it can discriminate the folding preferences of a series of
chameleon proteins; that it can discriminate between the native
structure and structure predictions; and that it can often identify
the best prediction. We have also shown that it can be used to
give residue-level insights into the dominant structural factors
that are responsible for the conversion free energies in con-
formations of a protein. The CCR method should be useful for
protein design, structure prediction, and understanding the
mechanism of conformational change.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
In this section, we briefly describe the CCR method. This method was previ-
ously known as confinement method and originally developed by Tyka et al.
(2006) and Cecchini et al. (2009). We follow their treatments, but with some
small technical differences. Below, we summarize our approach.
(1) From the given ensembles A and B, we first establishmuchmore tightly
defined reference ensembles A* and B*. The reference ensembles are
simply taken to be the ensemble average structures of A and B.
(2) We now compute the free energy for confinement by imposing posi-
tional restraints (springs) of gradually increasing strengths, to force A
into state A*. This is done by running 20 MD simulations (each 20 ns
long) along the confinement reaction coordinate. The harmonic
restraint force constant is scaled up, starting from 0.00005 kcal/mol
(mostly free) to 81.92 kcal/mol (tightly restrained).
(3) The tightly restrained reference state (A*) is then converted to (B*). The
free energy of this conversion is computed using normal mode analysis
(Brooks and Karplus, 1983; Case, 1994). We also found similar results
using quasiharmonic analysis (Karplus and Kushick, 1981; Levy et al.,
1984). The free energy calculated in this way is shown as DGA*B* in
Figure 1.
(4) In the release step, the highly restrained reference state (B*) is released
to a free ensemble (B) by using a series of progressively looser position
restraints. This is done through a procedure that is simply the reverse
of the confinement process.
(5) The free energy of confinement, DGAA*, and release, DGBB*, are esti-
mated by numerically integrating over the atomic fluctuations taken
at different force constants (Tyka et al., 2006) (see Supplemental Infor-
mation).
(6) The full confinement free energy,DGA,B, between the two states A and
B is calculated as DGAB = DGAA*  DGBB* + DGA*B*
One advantage of the CCRmethod is that none of the simulations during the
restraining step depends on any other. Therefore, it can be fast to compute
with available computer resources. We ran each confinement calculation on
a single graphics-processing unit (GPU). For a 56-residue protein, this leads
to a calculation time of only 4 hr on 40 GPUs (1 GPU per confinement calcula-
tion 3 20 calculations per structure 3 2 structures). All calculations were
performed with the Amber 11 suite of programs (Case et al., 2005, 2012;
Go¨tz et al., 2012) in combination with the ff99SB force field (Hornak et al.,
2006) and the GBneck generalized born implicit solvent model (Mongan
et al., 2007; Roe et al., 2007).8–175, January 7, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 173
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Per-Residue Contributions to the Free EnergyWecalculated the approximate PRFE as follows. The free energy,DGAA* and
DGBB* of each residue was calculated numerically as described by Tyka et al.
(Tyka et al., 2006). We call this method approximate as we ignore the entropic
contribution from the normal mode or quasiharmonic analysis at the highly
restrained state. Thus, DGA*B*y DHA*B*. The internal energy of each residue
was calculated with Amber’s ‘‘decomp’’ module using the final two restrained
trajectories.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures,
seven figures, and two tables and can be found with this article online at
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.str.2013.10.015.
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